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IMMANANTS, SCHUR FUNCTIONS,
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(Communicated by Jeffry N. Kahn)

Abstract. The relationship between the immanant and the Schur symmetric

function is examined. Two expressions for the immanant are given in terms of

the determinant. Generalisations include Foata and Zeilberger's ^-extension of

the MacMahon Master theorem. The relationships to some little known results

of Littlewood and to idempotents constructed by Young are given.

1. Introduction

For the symmetric group &„ on n symbols, let xx(a) denote the value,

at a, of the character xl of the irreducible representation associated with the

conjugacy class indexed by the partition X of n . The Ath immanant of the

n x n matrix A, with (/, y')-element alyJ, is defined by

n

Imm^A^ Yl *V) IIa'•"<')•
ct66„ 1 = 1

For the purposes of this paper, ai, i, a\ t2, ... , an,n are commutative indeter-

minates. Imm[ln] A = det A and Imni[„] A = per A, so Imm^ A is a multilinear

function that interpolates between the determinant and the permanent. Some

of the combinatorial properties of immanants were considered in [3].

The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between the Schur

function and the immanant. Section 1 gives the necessary background on the

ring of symmetric functions. In §2, we give a result expressing the immanant of

A as the coefficient of zi • • • z„ in the determinant of a designated matrix. It is

shown that this gives, in §3 , a generalisation of the MacMahon Master theorem

[9]. We also show that the coefficient of z\' • • • z£" in the same determinant is

expressible as the immanant of a matrix readily constructible from A. A further

extension, in which cycles are marked, yields a generalisation of Foata and

Zeilberger's [1] ^-extension of the MacMahon Master theorem. The connexion

of these results with those of Littlewood [6, 7] is given in §4 and with the Young

idempotents is given in §5 .
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The reader is referred to [8] for further details on symmetric functions and

to [2] for further information about Young's idempotents.
The following notation is needed. If X is a partition of n, then we write

X \- n. The number of parts of X is denoted by l(X). We also write X =

[Vl2l1 • • ■ n'"], where X has i¡ parts equal to j , for j — 1, ... , n . The conju-

gate of the partition X = (Xi, X2, ...) is denoted by X. The cycle-type of a G 6„

is x(a) = (i\, i2, ...), where a has ij cycles of length j . Since xx is a class

function, x» denotes xk(o) where x(a) = p. Let Sn = (n-\, n-2, ... , 1,0).

Let R be a commutative ring, and let z= (zt.zH), 1„ = (1, ..., 1), 0„

= (0, ... , 0), with n components. Also let k = (k¡, ... , k„), a vector of

nonnegative integers. When no confusion arises, 1„ and 0„ are replaced by 1

and 0. Then zk denotes z*1 • * • z¿" and [zk]/ denotes the coefficient of zk in

/ G R[[z]] • Let k! = ki\■ ■ ■ kn\ and ax = aX[ax2 ■ ■■ for any sequence {a¡ : i >

0} . The block matrix obtained from A by replacing each element a,, ; with

the k¡ x kj matrix consisting entirely of a¡ t j 's is denoted by A(k' and is called

the k- replication of A. Let Z(k) = diag(zi_i, ..., zi^,,... , zn,i,... , zn,kn)

and Z = diag(z) = Z'1'. For ß ÇJÇ = {1,...,«}, let A[ß] be the submatrix
of A with row and column labels in ß . If the elements m¡j e R[[z]] of an

n x n matrix M have no constant terms, then a result of Jacobi, adapted to

this ring, states that

(1) tracelog(I - M)"1 = logdet(I - M)"1.

We review some results from the theory of symmetric functions. Let AR(y) =

RflJi > ̂ 2 > • • ■ ]]s denote the ring of symmetric functions in y\,y2, ... , with

coefficient ring R where y = (y\, y2, ... ). Where convenient, the name of

this ring is abbreviated to A. It is graded by degree, so A = 0i>o A(,), where

A('> is the set of all symmetric functions of degree / in y. The elementary,

complete, monomial, power sum and Schur symmetric functions are denoted

by ^(y), My), m(y), Px(y), and ¿¿(y), respectively. Note that £,->;,*/*' =

lL;>i(l - ty¡)~x = {2^,i>0ei(-t)'}~1 . The Schur functions are given in terms of

the complete symmetric functions by the Jacobi-Trudi identity

(2) sx(y) = det[hxi-i+j(y)]mxm ,

where m = l(X). Cauchy s theorem states that

(3) Ys„(ui,...)s„(vl,...)=  T\ (I - UiVj)-*,

where the sum is over all partitions.

Let ( •, • ) be an inner product defined on AR by

(4) {hx,mß)=ox!fi,

where X, p\- n , and it follows that

(5) (sx, pß) = xkß     and     (hx ,sß) = K^ß,

where K¿tM are the Kostka numbers. The Schur functions are orthonormal

with respect to this inner product. Let co be the ring homomorphism defined

by co: A —» A: e^ --» h^ extended linearly to A.  Then œ(sx) = ^  so co is
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an isometry, and, from (2), sÀ(y) = det[e-^_i+j(y)]MxM . More generally, if

ao, a\, ...  and bo, bi, ...  are sequences related by

(6) £^ = J£M-oA
k>0 [k>0

then det[aA,_,+J]mxw = det[èA._;.+j.L.lX/ll . When X = \pq] \- n, this is a result

due to Hadamard [4] concerning Hankel determinants.

2. The immanant as a determinant

We begin by exploiting (5) in the enumeration of permutations to obtain the

following result, which gives expressions for an arbitrary immanant.

Theorem 2.1. Let Y,kAktk = det(I - tZA)~l = {EkDk(-t)k}~1 ■ Then

(1) Imnu A = [zl]áQi[Ah_i+j]mxm ,

(2) Imm,A = [z»]det[üAi_!+^|XA|.

Proof. (1) We work in AR(y), where R is an appropriately chosen coefficient

ring whose choice will be clear from the context, so no further comment will be

made about its selection. From (5),

/ n \

ImmAA= (sx(y), Y Px{a){y)Yla¡Mi) ) •
\ o€6„ i=l /

Now ¿3CTe6„ Pr(o)(y)Y["=i o-i,a(i) is the (ordinary) generating function for per-

mutations in &n with respect to cycle-type in which a, _ ; marks the occurrence

of i h-> j and Pk (y) marks the occurrence of a cycle of length k . This is possi-

ble since the Pk (y) are algebraically independent. Then the generating function

for all cycles containing {a\, ... , a¡} C Jfn is

Lza, • • • za,] Yl frPkÜ) trace(ZA)fc.
k>\

Now a permutation is uniquely expressible as a product of disjoint (and there-

fore commuting) cycles, so it can be viewed as an unordered collection of cycles,

the disjoint union of whose elements is Jfn . Thus

1
YL Px(a)(7) IIa''."(0 = [z']e*p]C £Pfe(y)trace((ZA)* >

<t6©„ /'=! k>\

SO

(7) ImmA A = [z1] / sk(y), exp Y trace log(I - y,ZA)  ' \

(8) =[z1](S/l(y),ndet(I-y,ZA)
i>i /

by (1); but rTi>i det(I - y,ZA)_1 = 2~2pApmp(y), where the sum is over all

partitions. Substituting this and (2) into the expression for the immanant and
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then applying (4) and the bilinearity of the inner product gives

Imm1A = [z1] Y sgn(iT)^A/,<A/l_(5m+ff((5m)(y), mp(y))

<r€&m P

= [zl] Y sgn(f7)AA_¿m+CT(ám) = [z1]det[A/li_í+y]mxm.

ff66m

(2) Direct from (1) and (6).    D

A special case of the MacMahon Master theorem now follows.

Corollary 2.2.  per A = [z1] det(I - ZA)"1 .

Proof. From Theorem 2.1(1), per A = Imm[n]A = [z^detil - tZA)~l =

[z^dettl-ZA)"1.   n
Corollary 2.2 enables us to reexpress Theorem 2.1(1) in terms of permanents.

Corollary 2.3. Let Y,k pktk = P^i1 + tZA) ■ Then

ImmA A = [z1] det[PA,_,+ji]mxm.

Proof. By Corollary 2.2, the squarefree terms in det(I - iZA)-1 agree with the

squarefree terms in per (I - tZ A), and the result follows from the Theorem 2.1

(1).     D
By specialising A it is possible to use these results directly to derive the

familiar expressions for particular character evaluations. For example, let a =

[l<ji2a2...], x(a) = a, and to„ be an n-cycle. Let C, be the i x i{0, 1}-

matrix corresponding to an /-cycle, and let

B= (Ci ©•••©C1) ©•••© (C„ ©■■■©C„) .
'-v-' '-v-'

Then xll"Kff) = Imm^-jB, xw(a) - Irnm[«]B, ^a(w„) = Imm„ C„ . The de-

tails of evaluating these immanants are left to the reader.

By equating coefficients of F|"_, a,^) in Corollary 2.3, we obtain the ex-

pression Y,ß(si > mii) • (hß, Px(a)) for x ia) ; however, this expression is also an

immediate consequence of (4) and (5).

The immanant can be also expressed as a Schur function at particular argu-

ments. To see this, let w\, ... ,w„ be the eigenvalues of the n x n matrix

ZA. Then 1 - y¡Wj are eigenvalues of I - y¡ZA for j == 1, ... , n , so from

(3), n/>,det(I-y;ZA)-' =X[i>xX[nj=x(\-ylw])-\ =Y.ßsß(y)sp(wi, ... ,wn).
Since (sx(y), sß(y)) = ox,ß , the desired expression is, from (8),

(9) lmmxA = [z1]sx(wi, ... , w„).

3. Immanants of /c-replications

In §2, expressions for Imm^ A were given as the coefficient of z1 in various

power series. The general coefficient is given by means of the following lemma

for the k-replication of A.

Lemma 3.1. // £,>0I>;(kV = det(I + ¿Z<k>A(k>) and f is a power series, then

[z1,1---z1,,l-.-z„,1---z„,,J/(D(1k),D(k),...) = [zk/k!]/(JD1,JD2,...).
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Proof. Let U = diag(wi, ... , un) and w, = Zj-,i + • • ■ + zik. .  By expanding

the determinant of the sum, we have det(I + /Z(k)A(k)) = det(I + rUA). Then

[zl,i---zl<kt---z„j ■•■zn>kn]u*1 ■■■ukn" =k!, giving the result.    D

Comparing this with the results in §2 gives the following corollaries.

Corollary 3.2. Let X-(XX,..., Xm) \- N and k\ -\-\-k„ = N. Then

(1) ImnuA« = [zk/k!]det[AA,_/+J]mxm,

(2) Imm.AC) = [*/M] det^.^L., ¿Xi .

Proof. (2) From Theorem 2.1(2),

ImmA A<k> = [zi, i ■ ■ ■ zi >kl ■ ■ ■ zn, ,■ ■ ■ z„>fci]deX[D{^_.+j\lxx¿,•

The result follows from Lemma 3.1.

(1) This follows from Theorem 2.1(1) and Lemma 3.1, since a power series

in the A, is a power series in the D¡, from (6).    D

An immediate consequence is the following.

Theorem 3.3 (MacMahon Master theorem).

¿«i.yf/j    =[zk]det(I-ZA)-'.

Proof. From Corollary 3.2(1), with X = [./V], we have

k![zk]II lYa'JzA    =[zk/k!]det(I-ZA)-',

since both are equal to per A(k). The factor k! arises since, in the permanent,

the columns are distinguishable.    D

Let 1 — (li, ... , ln) and l\ H-h/„ = /c, H-\-k„ . The (k, 1)-replication of
A is the matrix obtained from A by replacing each a¡j with a k,xlj block of

a¡j 's and is denoted by A(k'''. From [5], the exponential generating function

for k, 1-replications of the permanent of A is

xk i
Y, Per ̂ '''ttíT = exP x^' '

k,l>0

where x = (x\, ... , x„).  We have been unable to find an extension of this

result to the case of an arbitrary immanant, although Corollary 3.2 serves this

purpose for the "diagonal" of this series.

Finally, we consider

Imm<")A= E^W^ftvi')'
ae&„ i=\

a generalisation of the immanant in which an indeterminate u marks the num-

ber of (disjoint) cycles.
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Corollary 3.4. Let Y.k Ak]tk = det(I - tZA)~u = {Efe^i-')*}-1 • Then

(1) Immf A« = [zk/k!] det[A^,.+y]mxm ,

(2) Immf» Ak> = [zk/k!] det[Z>¿/+.L, xAl .

Proof. Follows from the methods of proof of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.2,

having replaced (7) by

ImmJ'1 A = [z1] /sx(y), exp l u Y trace log(I - V/ZA)"1 l\.   D

The special case X = [n] of Corollary 3.4 has been previously obtained com-

binatorially by Foata and Zeilberger [1].

4.  LlTTLEWOODS'S RESULTS

The results that we have given are related to the following little known theo-

rems of Littlewood [7, §6.5].

Theorem I [7, p. 118]. Corresponding to any relation between S-functions of total

weight n, we may replace each S-function by the corresponding immanant of

complementary coaxial minors of [as,,], provided that every product is summed

for all sets of complementary coaxial minors.

In the following two theorems, Littlewood generalised the concept of a minor

to permit arbitrary repetition of rows and columns. Thus A has (n~rr+l) r-

rowed minors. He also attached a factor of \/r\ to every immanant of a minor

for each row that is repeated r times in the minor.

Theorem II [7, p. 120]. Corresponding to any relation between S-functions we

may replace each S-function by the corresponding immanant of a coaxial minor

of [ast], provided that we sum with respect to all coaxial minors of the appropriate

order.

Theorem III [7, p. 121]. The S-function {X} of weight p of the characteristic

roots of a matrix [asi] is equal to the sum of immanants corresponding to the

partition {X} of all p-rowed coaxial minors of [ast].

The next proposition is an alternative presentation of Theorem 2.1 adapted

to the action of <f)A, the linear mappings defined on A(n) by 4>Ag(ß)Pß —

E«r€f XYi=\ai,o(i), where §J,  is the conjugacy class indexed by p \- n  and

g(p) = \^\/ni.

Proposition 4.1. Let f G R[[/zi , h2, ...]] and g G R[[e°i, e2 ,...]]. Then

(1) (pxsx = ImmA A,

(2) <t>J(hi,h2,...) = [¿]f(Pi,...) = [zi]f(Ai,...),
(3) 4>Ag(el,e2,...) = [z1]g(Di,...).

Proof. (1) Follows from (5).
(2) and (3) These follow by adapting the proof of Theorem 2.1 to show that

(pAhx = [z*]Ax - [zl]Px and that (j>\ex = [zl]Dx, and by then using the linearity

of 4>a-   □
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Lemma 4.2. Let a V- I and ß Y- m. Then, with the convention that the unions

that appear below are to be disjoint,

4>ASi.Sß = Y <l>Ala]SX</>Alß]Sß-
aUß=Jr„

|aja/, \ß\=m

Proof. From Proposition 4.1(2) and the Jacobi-Trudi identity,

<PaSxS/j, = [z1]det[PAi_1+J]/x/det[Pft_1+>]mxm

=    Y   \-za]det[Pxi-i+j]ixi[Zß]det[Pß,-l+j]mxm

aUß=yr-„

=    Y,   Imm¿ A[a] Imm^ A[)?]     (from Corollary 2.3),
osjß=jr„

and the result follows from Proposition 4.2(1).    D

More generally, if / G A(,), g e A("-,), then it follows immediately that

<f>Afg =      Y     ̂ A[a]/0A[^-a]c?-

|a|=I

Theorem I, in which Littlewood used the terms " S-function" for Schur func-

tion and "coaxial minor" for principal minor, is obtained by applying Lemma

4.2 to an arbitrary relation between Schur functions of total weight n . In par-

ticular, Lemma 4.2 contains Theorem 2.1 as a special case. The appearance of

principal minors and the role of complementarity is clear.

Littlewood's conventions for Theorems II and III entail k-replications. Al-

though Corollary 3.2 follows by this means from Theorem II, it is not clear how

Littlewood would have handled Corollary 3.4.
Remark (9) follows from Theorem III by replacing each a¡j with z¡a¡j

and by applying [z1]. Littlewood's convention allows repeated rows, so the

extraction of the linear term ensures that each row appears exactly once.

Note that Corollary 2.2 is recovered by applying Theorem I to the relation

H"=oeihn-i(—1)' = 0, n > 0 with the identification of ek = Sri*] and hk =
s^k] ■ Littlewood [7, p. 119] did this for n = 4. Had Littlewood given an example
of the use of Theorem II of the type he gave for Theorem I with n = 4, he would

have obtained an instance of the MacMahon Master theorem involving the

coefficient of the general term xk' • • • x%4 rather than the coefficient of x\ ■ • ■ X4 .

It therefore appears that Littlewood [6] had, implicitly, a symmetric function

proof of the MacMahon Master theorem. Merris and Watkins [10] have used

Theorem I to obtain bounds for generalised matrix functions.

5. The Young idempotents

The action of the mapping (f>A, defined in §4, is related to certain idem-

potents in C6„ , for which Young [11] gave an explicit construction. Any

/ G C6„ may be regarded as a function /: 6„ —> C or as a formal sum

J2aee f(°)a ■ The centre Zn is the set of all class functions so {K^: X \- n) is

a basis of Zn , where KA = Y.aew, a ■ Also> Xk e Zn . Let i//aO = YlUi ai,°(') >

extended linearly to C6„ . Then WaX1 — Imm^ A. But the Frobenius map

is  F:3?n  -+ AM: KM  h->  g(p)pM, so  </>A  = F~Va   and, from the above,
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Xa = F  lsx . Let px = F  xhx and nl — F  xex ■ Then pA, nÀ, xl are idempo-

tents. From §2, these have power series representations

(10)
WaPX = [2l]Ax,     VAnA = [zl]Dx , VaX* = [z1] det[AA,_/+,] = [z1] detf^+y]

and are constructed as follows [11]. Let X \- n , be an arbitrary (ordered) parti-

tion of yfn whose j'th block has size X,■, for i = \, ... , m , and Fix it be the

set of all permutations in &„ that fix every block of n . Thus Fix n = &Xi x • ■ • x

Gxm- Let X\ = Xi\...Xml, Pn = EffeFix^M!,and Nn = ECT€Fixnsgn(f7)u;a/A!,

and N* = £<t6fíx nsgn(a) sgn(fj)cr//l!. If y is any Young tableau of shape X,

its rows and columns, respectively, induce (set) partitions p, k of ii whose

block sizes are listed by X, X. Then

age» <res„

ZA = ÍA!A!^(e) E ffP^ff-»,
aee„

independent of the choices of n and y.

It would be of interest to derive the power series representations (10) for

VaXx from Young's constructions, but we have been unable to do so.
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